As part of The English Theatre of Rome’s Tenth Year celebrations
Ford Entertainment presents:

NO MAN’S LAND
by HAROLD PINTER

“This is another class. It’s another realm of operation. It’s a world of silk. It’s a world of organdie. It’s a world of flower arrangements. It’s a world of eighteenth century cookery books. It’s nothing to do with toffeeapples and a packet of crisps. It’s milk in the bath. It’s the cloth bellpull. It’s organisation.”

. this fertile, endlessly fascinating play ..... is, in fact, everyone’s land.”
- The Guardian

“Absolutely hypnotic” - Daily Mail

“....full of tautological intricacy, scatological bathos ..... and a sheer kind of silliness that would have done Lewis Carroll credit.” - The Times

...the disturbing mastery of Mr Pinter’s secreted imagination ....”
- Sunday Times

“a hugely funny and entertaining play.” - Socialist Review

Teatro L’Arciluito, piazza Montevecchio 5, Rome

Preview: May 15 18:00
Opening May 22 18:00
May 26-27 21:00
May 29 18:00
June 2-4 21:00
June 5 18:00
Dinner theatre June 8 21:00
Book now: englishtheatre@libero.it
or sms 3489355626
Tickets €15; reduced, students €12
Reservations: 06.687.9419 (after 17.00 hrs) or 06.444.1375